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Bobby-G Brings Up New Music Video, 'Chariots
of Fire'
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international clients.

(Los Angeles, CA) February 8, 2022 - Bobby-G continues his breakout in 2022 with

another music video, 'Chariots of Fire.' It is part of his official debut 13-track album, 'Gawd

Have Mercy,' the latest in what has been an active decade for the promising talent. Directed by

Joshua "Lucky" Peters, 'Chariots of Fire' features smooth delivery and enticing visuals,

bringing to mind the round, bold attack of hip-hop storytellers like DMX, Jay-Z, and The

Notorious BIG. Earlier visuals preceded it, 'Big Face Hunnids' and 'What You Want,' which

both received great appreciation from the audience. 

Hailing from the Birthplace of Hip-Hop, Bobby-G started his artistic journey at Nuyorican

Poets Café on the Lower East Side of Manhattan. A forum for poetry, music, hip hop, video,

visual arts, and more, this is where Bobby-G is seen performing spoken word at open mic

nights. Known for his raw and straightforward lyricism, Bobby-G strives to embolden societal

and cultural empowerment ethos. His music speaks about his hopes, fears, joys, and success,

allowing the listeners to instantly connect and inspire them to fight for their dreams and

survival. He says, "I want to be known as someone who has a deep love for the craft and is

dedicated to pushing the culture forward. My purpose in music is to identify the tangents in

my life and connect them with societal issues to create a soundscape that helps people

navigate through it all."

'Chariots of Fire' is now out via streaming platforms, including Spotify and YouTube. Follow

this rising artist on his Instagram handle and website to keep up on his latest endeavors.
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